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Gone full series

Young Adult Book Series by Michael Grant GoneFirst Edition Album Cover Gone Season One Gone Lies Hunger Plague Fear Light Season Two Monster Villain Hero AuthorMichael Grant Country States AllianceAnglujenglySychner Supernatural Hero Horror Sci-Fi Dystum Front Her thriller HarperCollinsPublished 2008-2013 (Season
One) 2017-2019 (Season 2) Media Type Print (Hardcover and Paperback)No. From Book9 Gone is a bestselling book series written by Michael Grant. The series focuses on the fictional Southern California town of Freedot Beach, where anyone 15 and older disappears. The city and surrounding areas touch an impenetrable barrier that
burns the touch, with many of its residents developing supernatural powers. The books follow the felicity of the hero/hero, Sam Temple, as he battles antagonists Kane Soren, Drake Marvin and Diana Ladris, as well as a mysterious and evil creature, known as the Darkness or Gaiapaj (Guy-a-Fuj) (originating from Gaia, a Greek figure of
earth, and Paj, from the Greek Paijin φαγεῖν scramble or worm). The first novel in this series, called Gone, was published in 2008. The second book, Hunger, was released a year later, followed by the third book, Lies, on May 4, 2010. The fourth book, Plague, was published on April 5, 2011. The fifth book, Fear, was published on April 3,
2012 in the United States and The United Kingdom, although it was published as early as March 23 in Australia and Hong Kong. The sixth book, Light, was published on April 2, 2013. The series – a fun and dingy read towards teenagers – was popularly dubbed to the point of chuckled and sensational in the world of young adults. [2] The
planned monster trilogy, also known as season two, began on October 17, 2017 with the release of Munster. It was determined four years later from the events that took place in the other books. The villain was released on October 18, 2018, and Hiro was released on October 1, 2019. Novels Gone The story begins with the sudden
disappearance of all those aged 15 and over from the town of Pardew Beach, causing extreme confusion and chaos among the city's remaining. Classmates Sam Temple, Kevin Geither, Astrid Ellison and Adilio Escobar discover an impenetrable barrier that cuts through Freedot Beach from the outside world; The area inside the barrier is
then referred to as the youth area of Fallout Alley, which is shortened to FAYZ. Sam, unknown to others, had previously discovered his superhuman ability to shoot light from his hands capable of burning objects when he was scared; After reading a diary of his mother Connie, a nurse at nearby Coates Academy, Sam becomes suspicious
about the disappearing and the obstacle. While I was looking for Astrid's autistic brother, Little Pete, nuclear power plant In the town, the quartet discovers that the barrier boundaries match expected radiation patterns in the event of melting. Pete is revealed to have superhuman abilities in an incident that also exposes Sam's powers to the
group, who agree to keep it a secret. Upon the group's return to Freedot Beach, they encounter vehicles bringing students from Coates Academy, led by the charismatic Kane Soren. Kane restores order to Freedot Beach with the help of confidante Diana Ledris and enforcer Drake Marvin, but Sam and Astrid suspect Kane's motives. Kane
- who has been revealed to have the power of telekinesis, Diana - who has the ability to determine the power of other forces, and Drake - a violent sadist with no powers of his own - discover that when FAYZ residents turn 15, they face something they want before disappearing, a phenomenon known as poof, but can remain FAYZ by
resisting what tempts them. Kane also reveals that he and Sam are twin brothers who separated at birth, with Sam staying with their mother, a revelation that is very upsetting to Kane. Kevin, who started hanging out with Kane's friends, tells Kaine about Sam's powers. Feeling threatened, Kane enlists his team, including local bully Charles
Orc Merriman and his something Howard Bassem, to kidnap Sam, Astrid (who started dating) and Pete. Kevin releases Sam and Astrid and Pete are freed from Drake by Pete's abilities. Kane orders Drake to kill Astrid and Pete, but Sam saves her. Sam, Astrid, Kevin, Pete and Adilio are fleeing the city. Meanwhile, teenager Lena Arwen
Lazar was injured in a car accident after her grandfather disappeared from the FAYZ, but discovers she has healing abilities and uses them to recover. Lana encounters a pack of coyotes who can talk. The coyote takes her to a mine shaft, where an being the coyote calls darkness lives. Lana meets Sam's team and together they escape
the coyotes, only to be caught by Drake and taken to Coates Academy. Kane's hands are sealed in concrete, as he discovered that superhuman abilities are hand-channeled. Astrid instructs Pete to use his abilities to free Sam's group and the other students held captive, and Kane, Diana and Drake flee, with Sam burning Drake's arm in
the process. Sam's group and Coates students - among them Taylor, who can beam, Brianna the Breeze, who can run at superhuman speeds, and Pekka, who can control gravity - return to Purdido Beach. Drake infiltrates the city and kidnappes Lana, believes she can renew his arm. Meanwhile, Orc and Howard decide to flee town to
avoid Sam, but encounter Drake and the willows, who are still looking for Lana for the dark purposes. Orc was hit by the coyote, while Howard persuades the Coyote to bring Drake and Lena to the mine shaft before fleeing. Darkness gives Ordering the coyote and forcing Lana to heal Drake's arm, which regenerates like a whip. Drake
returns to Coates Academy and Kane prepares to attack Freedot Beach before he pops up. Diana, unknown to Cayenne, sends his subordinate Jack, who hides his own ability to grow stronger, to Purdido Beach to tell Sam how to escape the poof. At Freedot Beach, Sam anticipates Kane's attack and plans to defend the city. He sends
Emilio the power plant to recover a stout of guns, as well as long-ago security footage that the FAYZ created. Sam shows the footage to Astroid, revealing that Pete created the FAYZ to prevent the force from entering a crisis. The fight begins with Kane's thug distracting Sam while Drake and the Coyos take a class of preschoolers
hostage, along with their therapist Mary Terrafino. Sam, Kevin, Adilio and the former Coates children join forces to save kindergartners; Orc, who survived the coyote attack and later became a gravel-skinned high being, fought Drake to a standstill. Kane confronts Sam before Jack can tell Sam how to survive the poof, and they both soon
disappear when they reach 15. The duo stumbled upon Connie's vision, inviting them back to her. Both boys refuse, with Sam stating he has work to do at FAYZ. Connie becomes an expression of the dark, edidy happy for Kane to come to him willingly, before disappearing. The boys return to FAYZ; Sam is the first to recover, forcing
Kane and Coates to withdraw, but Kane declares he will return. Later, student Albert Hillsborough organizes Thanksgiving dinner for the city and Sam encourages FAYZ residents to stick together. Meanwhile, the leader of the Coyote Pack takes Kane into the dark. Starving three months after Tom, Sam became mayor of Freedot Beach,
but struggled with the responsibility of protecting the city. Food supplies are dwindling, exacerbated by the presence of mutated carnivorous worms called zikes that prevent access to crop fields and only partially facilitate Kevin's idea of starting fishing in the nearby ocean. Other children are beginning to discover their mutant abilities,
including Dak Zhang, who can control his density, and Hunter Lefkowitz, who can emit deadly microwave beams. Little Pete is also beginning to reveal more of his powers, including the ability to create life. Tensions between mutants and non-mutants escalate after Hunter accidentally kills his roommate Harry with his powers during a
confrontation between Hunter and anti-mutant Zil Sperry. Zil and his gang, dubbing themselves the human team, capture and try to lynch Hunter before being forced to disperse by Orc. Albert, after learning to Elena about a gold backside near the mine shaft where darkness lurks, There with Kevin and Elena to obtain the gold with the
intention of using it to create a coin for FAYZ. Lana, traumatized by her encounter with darkness, abandons them to try to kill the darkness by blowing up a gaffe in a mine. The darkness, which is known as gaiaj and whose physical form is revealed to be a mass of green crystalline particles, subdues Lana. At Coates Academy, Kane
wakes up after spending the past three months in remission following his encounter with gaiaphage and plans to take over the nuclear power plant. While conducting a tour, Drake captures Orsay Pettijon, a mutant with the ability to watch people's dreams. Diana manipulates Jack, a shelter at Friedo Beach, to help Cayenne access
computers at the factory. Kane and his team attack the power plant and cut power to Pardew Beach; Sam, after realizing Kane's plan, is quick to confront him. Kane understands he has been manipulated by gaiaphage, as he needs radioactive uranium from the power plant to feed. Forced to give in to Gaiapaj's will, Kane takes the
uranium to the mine shaft, hits the reactor and permanently cuts power at FAYZ, leaving Drake behind to hold off Sam Cane also sends Bugg, a camouflage-capable mutant, to bring Orsay to the mine shaft to set Gatefage's goals. Drake forces Sam to allow himself to be tortured by a threat to cause a reactor collapse. Sam was saved by
Brianna, who was squabbing some of Drake's sleep, but Sam remained close to death; Drake withdrew to join Cayenne. Bug tells the kids of the Friedo Beach Kane show in exchange for food. Adilio takes Orsay to the mine shaft, and Orsay conveys to the Pardew Beach children the desire of Gianfj to feed. Astrid hypothesizes that the
geyapage came to Earth in a meteor storm that hit the power plant 13 years earlier, that radiation also sustains the gaiaphage and caused mutations, and that Gagaphage has been manipulating Pete, Lana, and Caine in a bid to create indestructible physical forms for itself capable of resisting fayz's children. Adilio and Pekka travel to the
mine to find Lana under the influence of the Gyapaj. Lana shoots and critically injures Emilio before retreating into the mine shaft, while a minute is attacked by coyote. Kane, Drake, Diana and Jack arrive, followed soon after by Sam, Kevin, Brianna and Duck (Sam reasoned that the Gaiapa wasn't ready for Duck's abilities). Drake, now
loyal to Gaiapa instead of Kane, attacks Diana. Furious, Kane calls against gaiaphage to throw Drake and the uranium into the mine shaft before collapsing it, but realizes that Lana must be saved to save Diana. Using Duck's powers to tunnel into the mine shaft, Kane and Sam confront gaiaphage, which is On the uranium. A duck
sacrifices itself by having Kane throw it at the Gaiapa while using his power, creating a void that sucks on the gaipa. Lana is relieved of Gaifaj's influence and heals the children of their injuries, and Kane and Diana leave. Back at Purdido Beach, Sam is stepping down as mayor and cutting responsibly with a council, although many still
sympathize with the human team. The children gain access to tumors by feeding mutant Zix blue bats previously discovered by Duck. Hunter, brain damaged by his ordeal, was exiled from Freedot Beach. Brittany Donegal, a girl allegedly killed in Kane's attack on the power plant, is buried in the town square cemetery; Brittany, who is
unthrected for the rest of the children, is powerful in the power of immortality and she remains conscious, with a mysterious slug (Drake's amputated arm) attached to her arm. Lies four months after he disappeared, Sam is still traumatized by his torture by Drake. His fears are growing after the human team kidnapped Jill, a young girl with
siren-like mutant abilities, and threw her into an empty grave that Sam and Dillio realize was once occupied by Brittany; It's implied that Sam and Adilio know that the bullet on Brittany's arm was Drake's amputated arm. Jill was taken by Orsay and her help, a mysterious girl named Narza unknown to the Children of Freedot Beach. Orsay,
whose powers have grown so she can connect with people outside fayz through dreams, begins to tell children they can escape the FAYZ through the poof. After Sam failed to hide Orsay's claims from the council, Astrid persuades other councillors to tell Pardew Beach that Orsay is lying, despite failing to refute Orsay's claims. Sam's
deception causes a rift between him and Astrid and causes their separation. Brittany reappears at Friedo Beach, guided by visions of her late brother Tanner give her hidden warnings about a demon; Her reappe appeared immediately after the discovery of several bodies showing signs of whipping to death. In Coates, Kane and his
remaining followers learn about San Francisco de Sayles, a private island owned by Hollywood power couple Jennifer Brattel and Todd Chance located within FAYZ, and Kaine plans to move to the island. To that end, he reaches out to Zil and the human team, and arranges for the human team to set fire to Freedot Beach to create a
distraction for Kane and his group to steal boats from the city's marina. While responding to the fire, Sam is attacked by Drake and flees Friedo Beach in horror. Kane and those he sees as helpful - Diana, Bug, and a ruthless mutant named Penny with the ability to create illusions - reach San Francisco de Sales, which they discover is still
occupied by the adopted children of Brattle-Chances. The Brattel Chance, knowing they'll eventually escape. Of supplies, the kane drug group and trying to escape to Freedo Beach by helicopter. Kane wakes up and uses his abilities to stop the Bratles' chances, but is forced to release them to prevent Diana from committing suicide. After
the fire, Albert hosts a picnic to boost morale, while Brianna brings Sam back to the city. Astrid, who understood that the children no longer respected her, uses her authority as a councillor to pass laws aimed at maintaining order in the city before she resigns from office. Narza persuades Zil and the human team to launch another attack
on the picnic, while Drake reappears and begins attacking the children. Narza tries to kill Pete before he is arrested by Astrid, who realizes that the Iapa used Pete to create Narza by manipulating Pete into thinking he was creating a hero for his game console. Mary tries to kill kindergartners by jumping off a cliff when she turns 15, after
Orsay and Nerezza believed their death would allow them to re-evoke outside the FAYZ. The children are rescued by Brianna and Dekka, the last of which also kills Zil, but Mary disappears. Narza, who killed Orsay, uses Jill's abilities to prevent the children from fighting back, but is distracted by the arrival of the Brattel Chance. Sam
destroys Narza and tries to destroy Drake, who now has the ability to regenerate, but eventually relents when Drake becomes Brittany and instead has her locked in the basement with a guard orc. Pete's gaming console is destroyed in a clifftop showdown; In his agony, Pete briefly makes the FAYZ barrier disappear, giving Freedue
Beach a brief glimpse of the outside world. Throughout the book, many characters are mentioned as contracting a flu-like disease that predicts events in the plague. The Pridot Coast epidemic is now being managed in albert's name, whose income of money and paid work to the city has put him in a position of great power. With the water
supply dwindling, Albert sends Sam, Dekka, Jack and Taylor to find a new water source at Tramonto Lake, on the far side of the FAYZ. Meanwhile, a plague that causes the afflicted to cough from within spreads through The Freedot Coast, and city dwellers are ordered not to leave their homes to stop the spread. On the way to the lake,
Sam's group meets Hunter, who has become infested with parasitic insects who have begun to eat it from the inside out. At Hunter's request, Sam uses his powers to splint, but in doing so releases insects that are invulnerable to his abilities. A coyote leads the group to creatures that cause infections. The group attacks the creatures, and
Pekka becomes infested with the process. Meanwhile, Drake escapes from his prison after Aroque gets drunk. He's making his way to the mine shaft and he's... By the insects, which clear the way into the mine shaft. Drake becomes Brittany, who discovers that the Gaiapa was an alien virus designed to sow planets with life before it
mutated due to radiation exposure and human DNA. With Brittany now accepting the Gaiapa as her God, Drake and the insects split into two armies to attack Sam and Friedo Beach. Orc, ashamed of his actions, takes refuge in Coates with Astrid, who believes killing Pitt will put an end to FAYZ and made sure the other children kill him.
Sam's group arrives at a nearby military base and meets with a lonely boy, Toto, whose mutant power is to tell the truth from lies. Sam's team learns that the army tracked the various mutants before the FAYZ began. They also find a train containing valuable supplies of food, as well as a train car full of handheld missile launchers. On the
drive to the lake, Sam and his group confront Drake and the insects, which have grown to the size of SUVs. The team flees back to the military base, with Sam sending Jack to Purdido Beach to bring Kane back from San Francisco de Sesite or throw Pete to the bugs, assuming Pete has integrity to use his abilities in response. A minute
tries to use its capabilities to bring the missiles to the power response and then to Purdido Beach, but the plan is thwarted when it begins to succumb to its indulging and drops the container. Freedot Beach erupts into chaos knowing the insects are approaching, most mutants are too far away to help, Albert nearly died after being attacked
by the remains of the human team, and the plague that hospitalized many children. Independently of Sam, Edilio instructs Kevin to bring Kane to Perdido Beach, as he has the power to kill the insects. Kane accepts the challenge, hoping to become king after saving the city. The insects arrive at Freedom Beach, and Kaine teams up with
Brianna to destroy most of the army and attack the city, even though many children are killed in battle. Kevin saves Sam, Toto and Pekka and returns them to Purdido Beach, with Sam forced to open a minute to stop the insects devouring Daqa. Jack meets Astrid and Orc at Coates, and he'll soon be joined by Drake and his bugs. When
Drake threatens, Astrid throws Pete into the insects, who understands the danger and disappears from both the insects and himself, but the FAYZ barrier remains. Kane installs himself as the King of Freedot Beach, though albert clearly remains the real force behind the throne. Sam is starting a community on Lake Tremonto with a third of
Friedo Beach deciding to follow. To Sam's astonishment, Diana decides to come up with Sam, after ailment of Kane's constant need for force, revealing that she is pregnant with Kane's child. Meanwhile, it is revealed that Pete's body thrombation consciousness survived the encounter with the insects. Fear four months after the end Sam's
new community in Lake Tremonto is thriving. However, Sam discovers that the missile tank was booby-trapped, and suspects that Kane has already loaded the missiles. Astrid abandoned Sam to live alone in the woods, still guilty of sacrificing Pete and unaware of his survival. Pitt experimented with his new state of existence by disrupting
the genetic makeup of FAYZ residents, resulting in a number of gruesome deaths. Among his victims is Taylor, who survived her mutation but becomes a gold-skinned creature. Astrid and several other FAYZ residents discover that the energy barrier has begun to turn black, prompting Astrid to search for Sam at Lake Tremango and re-
ignite their relationship. Sam sends a letter to Kaine offering to use his powers to provide light to Freedot Beach. Meanwhile, Drake and the willows are sent by the Gaiapa to bring pregnant Diana to her cave. Drake lets the willows eat Howard as they cross paths on the way to Lake Tremango. It was down to Sam's courier, who instead
ran back to Lake Tremento to raise the alarm. At night, Astrid travels alone to Purdido Beach to bring Sam's offer of assistance. Meanwhile, Albert decides to flee to San Francisco de Sales to survive an expected social collapse stemming from the darkness of the barrier; It's revealed that he hid the missiles on the island without telling
Cayenne. At Friedo Beach, Kane sentences Seeger, one of Kevin's fishermen, to the day she was tortured and delusioned. Seager snouts his eyes as a result of Penny's torestance, prompting Kevin and his fishermen to go on strike and claim Penny's exile from Pardew Beach. Lana tries to renew Seeger's eyes and is partially successful;
However, Seeger is only able to grasp people's aura, but quickly realizes he's able to see and interact with Pete. Penny texts Kane and touches his hands in concrete, preventing his powers from being used, but furious as the terrified children of Freedot Beach cry out for his release instead of accepting her leadership. Lana's instructing
Penny to leave town. Astrid meets Seeger, who discovers that Pete is alive, but a cigar is eaten by zekes soon after. Through mental communication with Pete, Astrid discovers that the barrier is attached to Gaiaga and the Gaiapa needs a host body - Diana's baby - to channel her abilities. Drake takes Diana captive and brings her to the
mine shaft, where they bump into my face. Diana gives birth to her baby, who is possessed by gaiaphage. The baby, which Diana calls Gaia, shows signs of possessing a number of forces, including Sam's light generation and Lana's healing abilities. Outside FAYZ, Sam and Kane's mother Connie Temple became one of the
spokespersons for the Pardew Beach families. Connie struggles with her. About knowing about Sam and Kane's abilities before establishing FAYZ. Connie discovers that the army plans to bomb the checkpoint. She and the other children's families try to stop the explosion by alerting the media and other families, but the military finds that
the barrier prevented them from stopping the explosion. Drake, Diana, Penny and Gaia are rapidly evolving to create the barrier, which Gaia intends to destroy so she can escape into the outside world. They were intercepted by Sam and Caine; Kane kills Penny, makes Gaia try to kill Kane with her telekinetic abilities. When Sam tries to
destroy Gaia Bauru (parallel to the nuclear explosion), the barrier suddenly becomes transparent, allowing Connie and everyone else to gather outside the checkpoint to witness the conflict. Gaia runs away, followed by Diana and Drake. Sam and Astrid are then reunited with their parents, and communication begins between the FAYZ
and the outside world. Light two days after fear, FAYZ residents have to be distracted by the outside world and lose interest in their debts, which leads to Kevin returning to San Francisco de Sales to get Albert, as he is the only one who can get everyone back to work. Brianna gives an interview to a news station exposing the level of
violence experienced by FAYZ children. Angry with Brianna, Sam and Astrid to send her looking for Gaia, Diana, and Drake. Brianna meets Drake looking for food for Gaia; She dismembers him and scatters his parts around the FAYZ, keeping his head in his chest under boats at Lake Tremonto. Gaia plans to kill FAYZ residents to
prevent Pete from fighting her by populating another person's body. Gaia and Diana identify two young men on the other side of the checkpoint; Gaia uses her power to briefly remove the barrier, causing one of the men, Alex Maile, to fall through it. Gaia removes and eats Alex's arm and informs Alex that she will use it as food.
Threatened, Diana and Alex follow Gaia to Lake Tremento. Diana flees and warns the community, but Gaia shows up and slaughters most of the community before being forced to withdraw by Brianna. Sam and Kane join forces to kill Gaia and save Diana. Sam and Kane find Gaia, and their efforts to kill her score by having Kane taken
hostage and Sam seriously injured, before he was rescued by Taylor and Lana. The children regroup at Purdido Beach and discuss their next move. It is revealed that Gaia, although she has every life force in FAYZ, loses that power when the person dies. Sam's considering whether he has to sacrifice himself to stop Gaia. Meanwhile,
Alex brings Drake's head to Gaia; She beheads Alex, puts Drake's head to his body, and replaces Alex's missing arm with other arms. Gaia attacks Purdido beach and kills Jack was also killed by a stray bullet and Sam was taken prisoner. Drake catches Astrid and starts torturing her, but Astrid knocks him out and escapes. When the
situation is desperate, Kane returns Albert's missiles and launches them at Gaia. Orc, who was fighting Gaia at the time, was killed in the explosion, but Gaia survives. With only one option left, Kane allows Pete's consciousness to inté populate his body at the cost of his life. Pete fights Gaia, each destroying each other in the process, as
well as the barrier. As the children flee Freedot Beach, Sam returns alone to confront Drake. Sam discovers he has lost his ability to shoot light, but when Drake attacks he discovers that his immortality and Gaia's ability to implant his head on Alex's body has also been undone, resulting in Drake's apparent death. The remaining children
are reunited with their families and mourn the loss of them. Albert gets the attention of every major business in the world, and edits an advertisement for McDonald's at Perdido Beach. Lana goes back to her family in Vegas. Sam was targeted by prosecutors who intend to bring him to trial for his actions at FAYZ, and escaped from the
hospital with Kevin's help. Astrid, Todd Chance and Jennifer Brattel hold a press conference and Astrid reveals that Kane wrote a confessional letter before his death claiming he controlled the FAYZ children and was responsible for their actions. Sam crashes into the conference and reunites with Astrid. With Kane's confession water-
watering and Sam And Astrid's reunion footage going viral, public opinion forces Sam's release. Astrid decides to write a book about life at FAYZ and signs the film rights to Brattel-Chance. With the money, Astrid buys a house for herself and Sam next door to Kevin's family. After the survivors attend a memorial to all those who died at
FAYZ, Sam and Astrid ask Diana to live with them, which she agrees. Monster Four years after the collapse of FAYZ, more abnormal space objects (meteors carrying the gaiaphage virus), head towards Earth, mutate anyone with whom it comes into contact. Among the casualties are ingenious teenager Sade Darby, who was present
when the FAYZ fell and saw Gaia kill her mother, and her new best friend Cruz Rojas, a transgender girl with a difficult home life. Shadow becomes able to become an insect creature with super-speed, while Cruz gains the ability to become invisible or change her appearance. Tough artist Justin DeVeere is also exposed Aso rock
becomes a giant cancerous animal Knightmare, destroying a plane and the Golden Gate Bridge. Elsewhere, schizophrenic teenager Vincent Wu gets aso rock contaminated by starfleet and densovirus genetic material and becomes unable to grow into a giant monstrous shape capable of controlling human bodies that rise to the character.
The various mutants, known as Rockburn, are able to change back and forth between human and mutant forms, and feel themselves continually watched by mysterious dark guards as they change. Homeland Security Task Force 66 is mobilizing Minute to voluntarily gobble up some alien rock after revealing that Drake survived the end of
FAYZ, hoping she could combat the various new threats. She becomes able to become a feline animal with the ability to radiate shredding energies of matter, and soon discovers that the corrupt HSTF-66 has hijacked and experimented on many people to build a mutant army. Minute escaped along with Aristotle Eramo Adamu, a
teenager with oppositional defiant disorder given the shape of a morph like a polar bear. Minute and Ermo briefly seek refuge at Purdido Beach, where they are reunited with Diana. Meanwhile, HSTF-66 leader Tom Peaks is sacked by the government, prompting him to avenge an alliance with Drake and the ASO Rock Wasp, gaining form
as a dragon capable of vomiting duds. Schade and Cruz become fugitives from the HSTF-66, joined by Schade's equally smart ex Malik Tenerife, and Shady fighting Justin, who was subsequently captured by HSTF-66. Schade, Cruz and Malik then allied with Dekka and Aramo to reach another ASO before Psagot and Drake, leading to a
brutal battle stopped by Vincent, who subdues summits before fleeing. Malik is fatally burned in the battle between Vincent and Psagot, but Schade and Cruz give him some ASO rock in hopes of saving him. Sam provides shelter for Pekka and Ermo. A government memo reveals that the mutants now occupy the FBI's top 10 most wanted
men, joined by an unknown man named Francis Specter. Warning villain Sam and Astrid (who are now married) that Drake is still at large, Dekka secretly provides Astrid with the rest of Schade's ASO Rock so that she can have Rockburn in order to fight Drake. The charribly burnt Malik gets the ability to become a delusional version of his
undemotional body, at the cost of projecting unbearable pain to other people and leaving him constantly feeling the attention of dark viewers. Schade, Cruz and Malik invade the HSTF-66 farm facility, demolish much of the building and release Justin and the other mutant captives, and Shady streams live footage to expose the
organization's crimes. Ascensing comedian and FAYZ survivor Dillon Poe buys ASO Rock on the black market and winner Morph crawls with the ability of mind control. His love interest Saffron Silverman inspires him to try to take over the world, and they take over Of people in Las Vegas, causing mass carnage and the death of
thousands, including saffron. Minute and Ermo regroup with Schade, Cruz and Malik, and they engage Dillon and his battle-fascinated forces, discovering he can't control other Rockburns while they're morphed. They are joined by Francis Specter, a teenager who has the ability to become intangible by moving to a fourth dimensional
plane. Because Francis doesn't feel the dark viewers watching her, Malik identifies her as an anomaly Rockburn who could pose a threat to viewers. The army invades Vegas to arrest Dillon, who sends his slaves in kamikaze attacks against them. On his way to Vegas to join the massacre, Vincent was killed by the army. Dillon takes a lot
of people hostage and neutralizes them in Benenzin. Intending to restore the government's trust, Pix travels to Vegas but inadvertently ignites the hostages with his nepharam, killing most of them, even though Paka and her allies are capable of saving some of them. Malik uses his pain-projecting powers to torture Dillon and forces him to
kill himself, opening up anyone under his control. Minute, Schade, Cruz, Malik, Eramo and Francis form a superhero team, the Rockburn gang, and Cruz becomes their public spokesperson after she is seen saving a baby from the flames, while Wade and Malik continue their relationship. The hero of various ASOs have landed across the
planet, to the point where most countries become overwhelmed by the advent of devastating Rockburn. Guilt-stricken for his part in Dillon's massacre, Pix commits suicide. To prevent an oversized ASO from destroying New York, the government fires nuclear missiles at it to dismantle it, but it's still the result of many bases hitting New
York, killing or infecting much of the city. Many of the infected are kidnapped and slaughtered by government forces, but businessman Bob Markovic and his daughter Simone escape through their morphs: Markovic becomes a gestalt swarm of insects capable of causing horrific and agonising diseases on humans, making them incapable
of dying, while Simone becomes a blue humanoid-shaped momentum with many tiny wings. The power-hungry Markovic, who now calls himself Vector, infects the New York government and takes over the city, recruiting a small Army of Rockburn to assist him, including Justin. Discovering Astrid became Rockburn, Sam eats the rest of
Schade's ASO. It becomes able to create domes of various sizes that resemble FAYZ, while it can become shaped like a hulk with super power and unhurt. Drake lurks for Astrid, but Astrid easily overpowers him with her new abilities and melts him with hydrofluoric acid. The Rockburn gang, the Rockburn gang, form an unconvenient
alliance with the U.S. government, with Daqa as their official leader, traveling to New York to arrest Markovic, who simone, Sam and Adilio joined. Francis Thistle And some of Markovic's other Rockburns in the fourth dimension, which she calls there. Markovic tries to get to Washington to take over the government, but he's trapped by
Sam's abilities and the Rockburn gang kills him with nerve gas. However, Schade was nearly killed in battle, while Sam was forced to destroy a train, killing more than forty of Markovic's hostages. Cruz and Ermo begin a relationship, and Simone became romantically interested in pecans. An Army general helps Pecke, Schade, Cruz,
Malik, Eramo, Francis, Sam, Astrid, Simone and Adilio hide in a secret bunker, and they agree to consider helping deal with another evil Rockburn. Hiro's conclusion reveals the truth about the integrity of the universe described throughout the nine books. Malik accompanies Francis on a series of trips there, and he and Shadow realize that
their reality is a simulation created by the dark viewers. Malik and Francis' recent outing brings them into contact with a future version of Malik, confirming the suspicions of his younger self and pointing out that Pete was the only person to discover the nature of their reality. The elder Malik explains that the FAYZ universe was created by



an MIT team led and shadowed 26 years in the future using artificial intelligence and based on their memories. Although the elder Malik acknowledges the suffering these feel in the simulation, he explains that it cannot be altered, but it can be shut down, and their universe ended. Malik refuses to make the decision without the unanimous
approval of the Rockburn gang. The series ends with the Rockburn gang about to vote, with the ultimate fate of their universe remaining unknown. Characters Sam Temple - the main protagonist of the series. Caring, determined and trustworthy, Sam is very respected at FAYZ. Sam gets supernatural power in the form of being able to
create light from his hands. This light could be to illuminate a dark area or as a deadly weapon. Throughout the series, Sam is constantly pushed to his limits physically and mentally. As the series goes on, Sam often encounters challenges he's the only one capable of facing, leaving a great sense of pressure on him at all times. Sam is
also a frequent opponent of Kane, his twin brother, before two allies against Gaiaphage. Sam's nemesis is Drake Marvin, and both fights many times before the FAYZ goes down. Sam is also in an ongoing relationship with Astrid throughout the series. Before FAYZ Sam was a hero after saving the school bus from a crash when the driver
has a heart attack so he becomes one of the most important people at Perdido Beach after the barrier appears. Kane Soren - Born David Temple, sam temple's twin brother and chief torturer throughout much of the series. Narcissist, charismatic, intelligent and ruthless, Kane seeks About others and attempts to take over FAYZ several
times throughout the series. Kane gains supernatural powers in the form of telekinesis. He's one of the most powerful mutants in FAYZ. He has a recurring romantic interest in Diana, which results in a boy, Gaia. Throughout the series, Kane becomes increasingly heroic, eventually joining Sam in the fight against Gaiapa. Kane eventually
died in the last confrontation with the monster and the destruction of the barrier. Astrid genius Allison - often referred to as the smartest person in FAYZ. Astrid, an honor student and devout Christian, earned the nickname Astrid the Genius before the obstacle was discovered. Caring, intelligent and ambitious, Astrid often stands by most
policies at FAYZ. Her knowledge of politics and science makes her the most important authority on a variety of issues, making her an extremely important figure in the community. Astrid is also little Peter Pitt's older sister Alison; Her role as a nanny for him throughout the series takes a fixed toll on Maestrid. Throughout much of the series,
Astrid is in an ongoing relationship with Sam Temple, which continues after the barrier falls. Diana Ladris - a skilled manipulator whose power to determine the power levels of other mutants makes her a valuable asset and a political ally. Diana often plays the role of the heroine and antagonist in the series. Starting as one of Kane's
followers, she slowly begins to try and distance herself from a villain as the series goes on. She is the mother of Gaia Ledris-Soren, the only baby born at FAYZ. Diana has been in a strained relationship with Kane throughout much of the series, driving her transition between hero and villain several times. Lena Arwen Lazar - One of the
most important and respected men in FAYZ, Lena has the ability to heal any injury. Rushing, grumpy, and sometimes hostile, Lana sees the role of the healer to be a liability. Lana is also one of the few who has a deep connection with Gaiapa, making her a constant rival to her. Throughout the series, Lana is mostly seen as a loner and
often embarks on her own missions. Albert Hillsborough - A 14-year-old African-American student in charge of food, water and work at Friedo Beach. He is considered by many to be the person most responsible at FAYZ. Known for his wealth and control of food and water, he is also known for creating markets at FAYZ. Though smart and
powerful, Albert is selfish and a little cowardly, as evidenced by him running away when the barrier turns dark. Albert is the inventor of fayz's official currency. At the dawn of the FAYZ, Albert takes over the local McDonald's and begins providing the community with food. As the series progresses, Albert becomes a business tycoon,
collecting countless Under his employment. As his power and influence grow, Albert becomes less and less pleasant, making him sometimes antagonist. Little Peter Pitt Allison as Astrid's autistic younger brother. The most important individual in FAYZ, with many abilities demonstrated throughout the series, from telekinesis and
teleportation to creating life, is also the one who created it. He constantly fought Giyapaj and made her take over the FAYZ and its inhabitants throughout the series. The FAYZ wall only comes down when Pete chooses to die during the last fight with Gaia. During the series, all the actions he takes are directed only to solve his immediate
problem, and he doesn't realize all the effects his actions may have on people in the future. Brianna breezed Branson - One of Sam's best friends, Brianna has the power to run at superhuman speeds, boasting that she is able to run faster than a speeding ball. Brianna is brave and fearless, often tangled enthusiastically with Kane and
Drake, but her farm eventually proves its downfall when Gaia attacks fayz people. PC Jack - FAYZ's tech master, whose passion for technology often leads him to make morally dubious decisions before he eventually allies with Sam Jack becomes involved in a complicated relationship with Brianna. Dekka Talent - An African-American
lesbian girl who scares most kids not only because of her close relationship with Sam, but also because of her power to undo gravity in a small area. Dekka has unrequited love for Brianna, which initially causes embarrassment between the two friends. Edilio Escobar - an illegal immigrant to Honduras who is proving himself to be crucial to
fayz's running, although he has no mutant abilities. Determined, sensitive and brave, Adilio is portrayed as Sam Temple's right-hand man and later equal to him, showing extreme loyalty and determination in the most dangerous situations. Later in the series he turns out to be gay, and enters into a relationship with the terrible Roger. A
recurring joke is that Madeillo is often mistaken for being Mexican, a joke he occasionally makes for himself. Kevin Geither, Sam's best friend before FAYZ. When FAYZ occurs, Kevin cheats on Sam to Caine but releases him after learning of Kane's intentions. During the food shortage that plagues the FAYZ, Kevin takes the initiative to
start fishing, eventually leading the Prido Beach fishing team. Drake hand whip Marvin - a violent, sadistic, misogynistic psychopath who starts the series as Kane's right hand before he comes to serve the gaiaphage, which rebuilt his burnt arm as a 10-foot arm which he could use to whip or strangle people. Despite apparently being killed
by Kane by starvation, some of Drake's ties to Brittany mutated with the power of immortality, allowing Two to share a body. Gaia Gaiapa Soren-Ladris - daughter of Diana Ledris and Kane Soren. Gaia, the only fayz-born baby possessed by the Gaifaj family almost immediately after her birth. Gaia grows rapidly and becomes the second
most powerful mutation in FAYZ, behind Little Pete. Her malice and her affinity for the massacre make her an imminent threat to FAYZ children. Gaia can use the capabilities of any mutant in FAYZ, though that power disappears when Gaipaj is defeated. Charles Orc Merriman - nicknamed so for his sheer size and limited intelligence, Orc
is the original school bully at Reddydo Beach. Orc is closely followed by his friend Howard in the barn at all times, and begins the series as an antagonist. His fearlessness and empathy cause him to accidentally kill a mutant, Bette, the guilt that causes him to become an alcoholic before he becomes a born-again Christian. After being hit
by coyote, Orc's skin is replaced by a gravel-like substance that makes him almost immune to pain and incredibly strong. Brittany Donegal - a devout Christian allegedly killed by starvation who discovers she has the capacity of immortality. Initially believing that her ability is a divine gift to kill Kane and Drake, Brittany bonds with Drake and
wraps her body with him, and is manoetered by the Gaiapa to accept him as her God. Critical reception reviews have generally been mixed to positive, though many note the success of Gone in its intended population. Mel Pitt, for the Guardian, pointed to rave reviews of the series, most of which were posted on websites by teenagers, but
noted that such success was due to literary victims turning characters into crude 2D digitisation. Amanda Craig, for The Times, noted that Gone was heavily influenced by TV series such as Lost and Heroes, describing the book as smart but a little too predictable. Jane Howarth, of the Birmingham Post, called it a great go and said she
found the book full of suspense, action and supernatural. Think of a strong combination of Lord of the Flies, Heroes and Lost and you get an idea of the audience it will attract. Describing the novel's rhythm as crazy and crazy, Howarth concluded: it's an amazing mystery story, with twists and faces, camuses and heroes, to keep readers
immersed... Violent in parts, Grant doesn't dwell on displaying the wild nature of human beings when faced with a world without order. Undeniable. Dina Hall, who reviewed Lies for The Sunday Telegraph, also drew a comparison with the fly-owner and lost, writing: Although it will never be about the GCSE curriculum, she certainly has the
addictive appeal of a cult TV series... I'll sell my soul in the next chapter. Toby Clements, who reviewed hunger for The Daily Telegraph, wrote: The world is a difficult but thought-provoking, Stephen King novel for young people in which children are challenged for redesigning society while fighting evil. Hunger should be required to call any
boy who thinks adults suck. Stephen King also praised the series and wrote: These are moving stories and tensions told in a narrative that flocks and a flood that doesn't lift. There are monsters, there are children with crazy superpowers, there's the mystery of where all the adults went. Most of all, there are children I can believe in and
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